In this paper we target at generating generic action proposals in unconstrained videos. Each action proposal corresponds to a temporal series of spatial bounding boxes, i.e., a spatio-temporal video tube, which has a good potential to locate one human action. Assuming each action is performed by a human with meaningful motion, both appearance and motion cues are utilized to measure the actionness of the video tubes. After picking those spatiotemporal paths of high actionness scores, our action proposal generation is formulated as a maximum set coverage problem, where greedy search is performed to select a set of action proposals that can maximize the overall actionness score. Compared with existing action proposal approaches, our action proposals do not rely on video segmentation and can be generated in nearly real-time. Experimental results on two challenging datasets, MSRII and UCF 101, validate the superior performance of our action proposals as well as competitive results on action detection and search.
Introduction
Motivated by fast object detection and recognition using object proposals [8, 31, 33] , we present an approach to efficiently propose action candidates of generic type in unconstrained videos. Each proposed action candidate corresponds to a temporal series of spatial bounding boxes, i.e., a spatio-temporal video tube, which locates the potential action in the video. For many video analytics tasks, e.g., action detection [21, 17, 25] and action search [26] , we argue that a quick generation of action proposals is of great importance, because sophisticated action recognition can focus on the action proposals rather than the whole video to save computational cost and improve the performance, similar to the benefits of using object proposals for object detection and recognition.
Despite the success of object proposals, generating action proposals in videos is however a more challenging problem due to two reasons. First, different from object- ness measure that relies on visual appearance only, action proposals need to take both appearance and motion cues into consideration. For example, actions should be coupled with human with meaningful motion. However, due to the diversity and variations of human actions, it is difficult to learn the actionness measure that can well differentiate human actions from the background clutters and other dynamic motions, which are quite common in unconstrained videos. Second, the candidate number of action proposals can be much larger than that of the object proposals. Given a video of size M × N × T , even with the fixed size bounding box, the candidate number of action proposals can be as large as O(MNTk T ) [30] , where k is the number of spatial neighbors a bounding box will consider to link in the next frame, which controls the smoothness of the action proposal tube. As the spatial extent of the action can vary across frames, if we consider a flexible bounding box size, it becomes an even much larger size of O(M 2 N 2 Tk T ).A s a result, it is computationally infeasible to explore the full candidate set to pick action proposals. To address the above two challenges when generating action proposals, we first perform human and motion detection to generate candidate bounding boxes that may cover the human action in each frame. After picking up the bounding boxes of high "actionness" scores, we utilize the max sub-path search algorithm to locate the top-N maximal spatio-temporal paths based on "actionness" score. Due to the spatio-temporal redundancy in the video, many high quality paths may largely overlap with each other as the example shown in Fig. 1 . The red paths illustrate three detected action proposals. But the green paths and blue path which significantly overlap with path 1 are redundant paths and should be removed. To pick the action proposals, we further formulate it as a maximum set coverage problem where each candidate path corresponds to a set, with each bounding box as an element. Such a maximum set coverage problem is NP-hard, but a greedy search algorithm [14] can achieve an approximation ratio of 1 − 1 e . To evaluate the performance of our action proposals, we test two benchmark datasets, MSR II [4] and UCF 101 [5] . We notice that a small number of action proposals, e.g., 2000 proposals for all the 54 video clips in MSRII dataset, can already provide promising recall rate. Also, based on our action proposals, we can obtain competitive action detection and action search results in MSRII dataset compared with existing results. Moreover, the result on UCF 101 dataset validates that our action proposal can well track the actions in unconstrained videos. Last but not the least, compared with existing action proposal approaches, our action proposals do not rely on video segmentation and can be generated in nearly real-time on a normal desktop PC.
Related Work
Object proposals [8, 16, 31] have been actively studied recently. By generating a set of potential object bounding boxes with efficient computational speed and high recall, it can be utilized to replace the time-consuming sliding window approach for object detection so that sophisticated image feature and model can be evaluated [33] . A recent review of object proposal can be found from [32] .
Compared with object proposals, action proposal is not sufficiently exploited in the video space, where action localization is a much more computational intensive step compared with object detection in the image case. Traditionally, action localization is handled by a sliding window based approach. For example, in [11] , a weakly supervised model based on multiple instance learning is proposed to slide the spatial-temporal subvolumes for action detection. Spatiotemporal branch-and-bound algorithm is employed in [4] to reduce the computational cost. Other sliding-window based action detection approaches include [12, 22, 23] . Despite their successes, one limitation with those sliding-window based approach is that the detected action is usually captured by a video sub-volume, thus cannot handle the moving actions. Besides from sub-volume detection, spatialtemporal action tubes can be detected via structured output regression [13] but with a computationally intensive optimization. Although a linear complexity search algorithm has been proposed in [30] , it only searches for the best video tube with bounding box size fixed. In [35] , a nearoptimal algorithm with linear complexity is presented for object tracking. In addition, Hough voting based approach can be applied for action localization with reasonable performance as in [40, 36] .
Although there are a few possible solutions for action localization, the extremely large search space leads to intensive computational cost. Action proposal would be a good alternative to significantly reduce the search space. In [27] , action proposals are generated by hierarchically merging super-voxels. Similarly, segmentation based proposal are generated in [20, 3] . However, these action proposal approaches highly rely on relatively accurate video segmentation [37, 38] , which itself is a challenging problem. Moreover, it is difficult to efficiently and accurately segment the human action from the clutter video sequences. In [34] , "actionness" is measured based on lattice conditional ordinal random fields. However, it does not address the action localization problem. In this paper, we present to formulate the action proposal based on the set coverage problem. In [41] , maximum weight independent set is presented to solve the data association in multiple object tracking. Similar idea is applied to object segmentation in [39, 42] .
Our work is also relevant to previous work [9, 10] that utilize human detector for human tracking and action localization. For example, [9] combines features of object, scene, and action for action recognition while [10] presents a deformable part model for human pose representation and action detection. A united framework based Hough forest is presented for human detection, tracking, and action recognition in [15] . Different from these human detection and tracking based algorithms, our focus is to generate generic action proposals which focus on the localization of potential actions by integrating the human and motion cues.
Action Proposals
Given a video sequence, our goal is to generate a number of action proposals P = {p (1) , p (2) , ··· , p (K) }, where each
te } corresponds to a path from the t s -th frame to t e -th frame. Each element b t in the path refers to a bounding box [x, y, m, n], where (x, y) is the center, m is the width, and n is the height of the bounding box. As a smooth spatio-temporal path that may follow the actor, each action proposal should satisfy the following two requirements:
The first constraint in Eq. 1 requires the action proposal to be a smooth path, i.e., the intersection-over-union (IOU) of two consecutive bounding boxes O(b
is large enough. The second constraint in Eq. 2 is to require the action proposal to correspond to a path of consistent appearance, thus it is more likely to track the same actor. In our implementation, C(b) represents the color histogram of the bounding box b and δ c is a threshold.
Each bounding box b t will be associated with a discriminative actionness score w(b t ), which will be explained in Section 3.4. The actionness score of a path is the summation of the actionness scores from all of its bounding boxes. It is worth noting as the actionness score can be either negative or positive. Thus it is not necessary a longer path will have a higher actionness score. To find a good set of action proposals P, we prefer them to maximize the coverage of actionnness scores in the video space max
where S is a collection of proposal candidates that satisfy the constraints in Eq. 1 and Eq. 2. In the next subsection, we will formulate it as a maximum set coverage problem [14] where each path p (i) can be considered as a set with the bounding box b (i) as its element.
Problem Formulation
Formally, we want to find the path set P which maximizes the following set coverage problem:
The first constraint (Eq. 4) is to set the maximum number of action proposals as K while the second constraint (Eq. 5) is to avoid generating redundant action proposals that are highly overlapped. The overlap of two paths is defined as
where δ p is a threshold.
Top-N Path Candidate Search
To solve the maximum set coverage problem in Eq. 3,we need to obtain the proposal candidate set S first. However, the search space for S in Eq. 3 is extremely large and increases exponentially along with the video duration. Thus, it is impossible to enumerate all the paths to obtain S.
To address the computational issue, we present a max sub-path based candidate search algorithm [30] to collect the top-N path candidates as S which satisfy the constraints in Eq. 1 and Eq. 2. One solution is to apply the max subpath search algorithm [30] N times with a non-maximum suppression each time to avoid those similar paths. In this paper, we propose a novel Top-N max path search algorithm which can locate the top-N max paths, in one round of search. There are two steps: forward search to locate the end of path and back-trace to recover the whole path.
The idea is to maintain a pool of the best N paths, denot-
where f k is the actionness score of the k-th best path so far and b (k) records the end position of the corresponding path. Meantime, we keep the best score so far for each bounding box f (b i t ) during a forward search process:
where b To facilitate the replacement, a min-heap structure can be utilized to maintain the best N paths based on the path scores. After the forward search, a back-tracing step can be performed to locate the whole path p k for each candidate in the pool. More specifically, for each path p, we can trace from the end of the path t e back to the start of the path t s by finding the corresponding b * t for each frame t s ≤ t ≤ t e which satisfies:
Greedy Search
Based on the path candidates S, now we can solve the problem in Eq. 3 to obtain the action proposals. According to [14] , the maximum set coverage problem is NP-hard but a greedy algorithm can achieve an approximation ratio of 1 − 1 e . Following [14] , a greedy-based solution is presented to address the optimization problem in Eq. 3.
Initially, we add the path candidate p 1 with the largest actionness score f 1 to the action proposal set P. Suppose k − 1 action proposals have already been found:
To search the k-th action proposal, we enumerate the rest paths from the path candidates and
end if 8: end for 9: end for 10: back trace to obtain p i ,i =1, ··· ,N 11: k =1, P = ∅ 12: repeat 13: arg max i
if p i satisfies Eq. 5 with p (j) ,j =1, ··· ,k− 1 then 15:
end if 18: until k>K select the one p i which can maximize arg max
This objective function can successfully suppress the green paths in Fig. 1 but cannot eliminate the blue path which also largely overlaps with the selected path in P. To reduce the redundancy among the action proposals, the newly added path should also satisfy the constraint in Eq. 5. An illustration of the proposed algorithm can be found in Algorithm 1. The input is the score w(b i t ) for each bounding box in the video, where b i t refers to the i-th bounding box in the t-th frame. The total number of bounding box in t-th frame is N t b . The first 9 lines illustrate the forward search process and a min-heap data structure is maintained to save the best N scores. Each time when the actionness score of the new bounding box is larger than the N -th best score, i.e., f (b i t ) >f N , the path with N -th best score is replaced with the new path ending at b i t . At the 10-th line, a back tracing step as in Eq. 8 is performed to locate the full paths for the best N scores. Finally, at the line from 11-18, the greedy-based search is performed to obtain the best K action proposals which satisfy the constraints in Eq. 3.
Another good property of our algorithm is that it can be applied for online processing. For example, as our algorithm naturally generates the action proposals in an online manner, our proposals can be further used for online applications like online action detection in video surveillance environment.
Actionness Score of Bounding Box
In this section we explain how to obtain the score of the bounding box w(b) in the path. As the computational cost is an important concern for action proposals, we propose an efficient approach to compute the bounding box actionness score based on appearance and motion information. Other more advanced actionness measures like [34] can be employed in our framework as well but with more intensive computational cost.
We define the actionness of a bounding box b based on two parts: human detection score H(b) and motion score M (b):
where λ is a parameter which balances the human detection score and motion score. Normally, an action should be performed by a human being and therefore human score is critical for the action proposal. Efficient human detector, e.g. [28, 29, 19] can be applied to obtain the human score H(b), where H(b) > 0 means the bounding box is classified as a positive human region. However, human detection score alone is not sufficient to determine an action instance since the human actor should perform meaningful motion to make it an action. Thus, besides the human score, we propose to add motion score that accounts for the motion pattern of generic actions.
Dense trajectory features [1] are extracted and map to each detected bounding box. For each trajectory, we can determine its motion based on the variation of the trajectory position. If the trajectory does not make any movement, it will be removed. One direct motion score is by counting the number of moving trajectories in the bounding box, which indicate high motion energy. On the other hand, compared with random motion, human action should have specific motion pattern. Thus, we propose to learn the motion score by matching the dense trajectory with a set of training actions. Suppose we have a set of positive actions P = {d P1 ,d P2 , ··· ,d PN } (can contain actions from multiple categories) and a set of negative actions N = {d N1 ,d N2 , ··· ,d NN } (optional), the matching score for each local interest point d i can be computed as:
where D(d i , N ) is the average distance of d i and the top-10 nearest points in N based on the descriptors of the trajectory. Similarly, D(d i , P) is the average distance of d i against the top-10 nearest points in the positive action sequence set P. The semantic score for the action candidate is defined as:
where A(b) is the area of the bounding box b.
Real-time Implementation
Fast computational speed is a necessary requirement for the action proposal algorithms. In this subsection, we will provide the implementation details on how to speed up the algorithm. Let us begin with the cost from human detection. Fast human detection, e.g., [28, 29, 6, 19] , is first utilized to obtain the human score for each bounding box and a nonmaximum suppression is applied to eliminate the bounding boxes which are highly overlapped. Based on the remaining bounding boxes, a threshold (e.g., fixed at 0) is set to filter those detections below the threshold. This can significantly reduce the number of bounding boxes for each frame. As the human detector is applied on each frame individually, the temporal consistence may be ignored. To enable the smoothness of the human action, the detections on t-th frame will be mapped to the following frames with a decayed human score, until it reaches 0. For the motion score M (b), instead of performing local interest point matching for all the dense trajectories, the motion score defined in Section 3.4 is computed only within those bounding boxes detected in each frame. This can significantly simplify the model structure for efficient action proposal. Then the top-N path candidate search discussed in Section 3.2 is applied. In order to avoid highly similar paths in the candidate set S, when the score of a new path candidate is larger than the N -th path (Line 5 in Algorithm 1), an efficient linear comparison based on the last bounding box b i te−1 is evaluated to replace the highly overlapped path. Then a greedy search algorithm discussed in Section 3.3 will be performed to spatial-temporally locate the actions proposals.
On a workstation with Intel Xeon E5-2609 CPU and 64 GB memory, the computational time of generation of 2000 action proposals can be less than 20 seconds from the 30-min MSRII dataset, excluding the computing human detection and motion scores. With fast human detector [28, 29] , the human score H(b) can be efficiently computed at 30 fps. For the motion score M (b), the cost for dense trajectory extracting as well as the trajectory matching can be operated at 15 fps.
Applications
The generated action proposals can be applied to two important applications on human action understanding: action detection and action search. Since the action proposals have already been spatio-temporally localized in the video sequences, it avoids the time-consuming sliding-window evaluation in the video space as in [4, 7] .
Action Detection
For action detection on specific action category, a set of labeled training videos are required to train the supervised model. Dense trajectory features are extracted from each video sequence and the descriptors (e.g., HoG, HoF, trajectory, MBH) are utilized for each local point [1] . Fisher vector representation [18] is applied for these local descriptors respectively. Then a linear SVM is trained on the concatenated fisher vector representation. During the testing stage, for each action proposal in p i ∈ P, dense trajectory feature will be encoded with fisher vector and the action recognition response is computed based on the trained linear SVM. Power normalization and L 2 normalization are employed for fisher vector as in [2] .
Action Search
Different from action detection, action search [26] tries to locate the action instances in large-scale video database which are similar to a query action. During the offline stage, action proposal algorithm is applied to the video database and a set of action proposals can be located. For each action proposal, dense trajectory feature as well as the descriptors are extracted and bag-of-visual-word (BoW) is applied to cluster the local trajectories. We denote f i as the feature representation (normalized histogram of BoW) for the action instance p i . During the online search stage, a query video V q is provided and BoW action representation based on dense trajectory is extracted as f q . The similarity between the query video f q and database action proposal f i can be evaluated based on histogram intersection:
where f (k) refers to the k th dimension of f. As the action proposal algorithm is performed offline, our algorithm can significantly reduce the online cost of action search compared with [26] .
Experiments
To evaluate the performance of our action proposals and its application on action detection and search, MSRII [4] and UCF 101 [5] datasets are employed.
Experimental Results on MSRII
For MSRII dataset [4] , there are 54 long video sequences where each video consists of several actions performed by different people in a crowded environment. The videos contain three categories of actions: handwaving, handclapping and boxing. Following the same experimental setting in [4] , cross-dataset evaluation is employed, where KTH dataset [24] is used for training while the testing step is performed on the MSRII dataset. Table 1 . Evaluation of the recall (IOU with θ =0 .1) and average precision (AP) on MSRII dataset. In total 2000 proposals are generated for our algorithm.
We first evaluate the performance of our action proposals based on the recall. We consider a hit of ground-truth action G if the intersection-over-union (IOU) O(p * , G) >θ , where the overlap function O is defined in Eq. 6 and p * is one action proposal, and θ is the overlap threshold. To collect the training set for the motion score discussed in Section 3.4, video clips with the categories of handwaving, handclapping and boxing from KTH dataset are combined as the positive videos P while walking clips are used as negative videos N . Fig. 2 illustrates the recall of 203 ground-truth human actions from MSRII dataset with different overlap ratio θ. In the legend of Fig. 2 , "H" is the human score, "M" is the motion score and "R" is the random generation algorithm. We can find that our discovered small set of action proposals can cover most of the groundtruth actions. In addition, Fig. 3 shows the relationship between the recall and overlap ratio of our proposed algorithm ("H+M").
Also, based on the 2000 action proposals generated for all the videos (except for random approach), we can rank them based on actionness score in Eq. 8. Average precision is used to evaluate our actionness score by using the 203 actions in MSRII as the positive actions. Following [4] , for the computation of the precision we consider a true detection if :
, where G is the annotated ground truth subvolume, and p * is one detected action candidate. On the other side, for the computation of the recall we consider a hit if:
. Notice that the recall calculation for average precision is different from the one used for Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 . Table 1 shows that our action proposal algorithm can successfully reduce the number of action candidates and provide an effective ranking of the candidates based on our score function. According to our evaluation results in Table 1 , the recall and AP of random sampling (average over 5 rounds) are significantly lower than that of our action proposal algorithm.
Action detection on MSRII dataset
Based on the discovered 2000 action proposals, action detection is evaluated according to average precision. Following the cross-dataset detection setting [4] , our algorithm based on the action proposals achieves state-of-the-art performance as shown in Table 2 . As far as we know, this is the best action detection result on MSRII dataset. Although [11] reports action detection results for MSRI-I dataset, the setting is quite different. The sequences in MSRII dataset are split into two sets (one for training and the other for testing) for [11] while we perform the standard cross-dataset evaluation (training on the KTH dataset but testing on the MSRII sequences).
Method
Handwaving Handclapping Boxing mAP Ours 0.699 0.466 0.674 0.613 Tubelet [27] 0.858 0.314 0.460 0.543 NBMIM [4] 0.649 0.431 0.580 0.553 CAD [7] 0.367 0.132 0.175 0.225 SDPM [21] 0.447 0.239 0.389 0.358 DynamicPoselets [43] 0.809 0.502 0.417 0.576 Table 2 . Cross-dataset action detection results on MSRII dataset based on average precision. Fig. 4 compares precision-recall curves for the three categories of actions. Our algorithm significantly outperforms Cross Action Detection (CAD) [7] and Spatio-temporal Deformable Part Models (SDPM) [21] on all the three actions. Compared with spatio-temporal branch-and-bound search (NBMIM) [4] , the better performance of our algorithm is mainly due to the high recall of our action proposals. For example, our algorithm can successfully locate 95% of handclapping actions while NBMIM [4] can only find 57% of handclapping actions. Moreover, compared with these sub-volume based action detection methods [4, 21, 7] , our approach is capable to handle the moving actions. In Section 5.2, the challenging UCF 101 dataset will be tested to show that our approach is also useful to localize the moving actions. 
Action search on MSRII dataset
Based on the discussion in Section 4.2, action search is evaluated on the MSRII dataset. Following the same evaluation setup in [26] , the video sequences from MSRII dataset are used as database while the query video is from KTH dataset. Table 3 provides the action retrieval results based on average precision. Our algorithm provides superior performance compared with state-of-the-art action search algorithm [26] as well as action detection algorithm [7] . The poor perform for the boxing action is mainly due to the indiscriminative of the motion pattern from the boxing action (e.g., similar to walking action). Table 4 . Evaluation of the recall on UCF101 dataset. "H+M" is our algorithm with both human and motion scores. "R" is the random algorithm. θ is the intersection-over-union ratio defined in Section 5.1.
UCF 101 [5] is a challenging dataset with unconstrained environments. For action localization task, there are 3207 video clips with 24 categories of human actions which have bounding box annotations. We follow the three splits defined in [5] to evaluate our algorithm. For the motion score in Section 3.4, the positive data are from the temporal windows based on the ground-truth in the training split while the negative data are sampled from the video data which does not overlap with the ground-truth. Table 4 summarizes the recall of our action proposal algorithm. In the first column, "H+M" is our algorithm with both human and motion scores. "R" is the random algorithm. We can see that, based on 10K action proposals for all the video sequences, our action proposal algorithm is significantly better than random sampling (average over 5 rounds), especially when the intersection-over-union threshold θ =0 .1. The results on the three splits (S1, S2, and S3) are consistent.
In Fig. 5 , a few action proposals are illustrated with red rectangles. We can see that even with serious pose and scale changes, our action proposal is still able to recover the path of human action. In addition, Fig. 6 provides all the proposed action candidates with a blue rectangle for two videos. The red rectangle describes the action proposal with the maximum actionness score f (b * ) in Eq. 8. It can be found that the proposed action candidates usually cover the potential positions with human actions. Table 5 . Action detection results on UCF 101 dataset based on mean average precision.
Action detection on UCF 101 dataset
Based on the discovered action proposals, action detection is further performed by recognizing the specific action category. To be consistent, we follow the same evaluation measure (average precision) in Section 5.1. Table 5 lists the results of our action detection algorithm based on split 1. Our algorithm significantly outperforms the baseline with random sampling. In Fig. 7 , we list our results of action detection on the 24 categories of human actions based on average precision.
Conclusions
We present a novel method to generate action proposals in unconstrained videos, which can effectively capture spatial-temporal video tube of high potential to include a human action with specific motion pattern. The problem is formulated by a maximum set coverage problem and a greedy-based solution is presented which can efficiently locate the action candidates. Action detection and search can then be applied on the discovered action proposals. As a data-drive approach, our action proposal algorithm can work well with the moving cameras, and can also track the action despite the dynamic and cluttered backgrounds. Promising results have been obtained on two challenging datasets. In the future work, we will try to evaluate our action proposal on more challenging and diverse datasets like TRECVID.
